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B&W Energy Services and klean corp international  

Announce Strategic Alliance 
 Broader Service Offering Creates Advantages for Clients 

 
 

HOUSTON, Texas—June 20, 2017—B&W Energy 
Services and Klean Corp International (kci) have 
announced the formation of a strategic alliance between 
the two companies to provide an enhanced range of 
services to clients of both companies. By working together 
the clients of both companies will benefit through 
efficiently executed projects that result in significant bottom 
line savings.  
 
Chemical cleaning utilizing kci’s proprietary environmentally-
friendly, ambient temperature chemistries and methods 
involves less equipment, and therefore presents significant 
savings in time and cost for projects where ‘green’ and safe 
chemical cleaning is desired. This brings a new competitive 
advantage for projects B&W mobilizes on across the globe. 
 
“As B&W continues to be sought after for new construction 
projects world-wide, we found that environmentally friendly 
chemical cleaning was a gap for us, “ said Joel Babin, COO of B&W Energy Services. “By 
partnering with kci to source their chemical cleaning chemistries and processes, B&W can now 
offer comprehensive service options to our clients.” 
 
For twenty years and with 80,000 cleaning projects under their belt, kci has been dedicated to 
providing quality cleaning services within its core principles and values described by its ‘God, 
Family, Team & Me®’ priority statement. The company’s “disposal friendly” chemical cleaning 
chemistries and methods are a safe and efficient process to remove foulants from equipment 
internals without damage to the equipment, personnel or environment. Their formulas and 
application methodologies have economically cleaned equipment to a standard that cannot be 
met by the previous methods of large high pressure volumes of harsh, high temperature 
chemicals. The safe, green formulations are designed with total quality output as the primary 
consideration. 
 



 

 

 
 
 
“Our team at kci takes pride in being centered on culture, integrity, service and quality, “ 
explained Robby Burdge, CEO of kci. “Our proprietary chemistries are of the highest quality 
because we develop and manufacture them in-house and ensure our cleaning services are 
executed effectively and efficiently.” 
 
 
Additionally, kci’s method and chemistry do not need heat allowing them to be performed at 
ambient temperatures, are low-flow rather than high-pressure, and on-site disposal is typically 
acceptable. This means chemical cleaning that can be done in half the time, and half the cost.  
 
The strategic alliance with B&W gives kci an industry leading partner to bid a comprehensive 
scope of work on projects it is involved in. As the leading provider of engineering, pre-
commissioning and commissioning services worldwide, B&W looks forward to being able to 
offer a more sustainable and safe chemical cleaning process. 
 
To learn more about the alliance between kci & B&W Energy Services, and the increased cost 
savings for chemical cleaning projects, please contact Shelby Pipken at 214-215-6258 or 
info@bwenergyservices.com. 
 

### 
 

About B&W Energy Services 
B&W Energy Services is an ISO 9001:2015 certified global full service provider of commissioning and 
pre-commissioning cleaning services. Through commitment, dedication, and unmatched service quality, 
B&W Energy Services has positioned itself as an industry leader providing services on the world's most 
complex projects. Our experience is not simply limited to the power energy sector. At B&W Energy 
Services our experience is vast, covering all energy sectors including oil and gas, petrochemical, power 
and renewable. AquaLazing, steam blowing, chemical cleaning, air blowing, oil flushing, project 
management and engineering. 
 
 
About klean corp international  
kci is a niche service company that designs, develops, tests, manufactures and markets core and 
customized industrial cleaning products and technology. Founded in 1997 under the guiding priority 
statement of "God, Family, Team & Me," we cultivate a family environment made up of individuals that 
want the place they work to reflect their personal values. Our culture encompasses our faith, values and 
visions. Our team's reputation and dedication to providing products and services are well known as the 
best quality and value in our market for industrial cleaning. 


